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Bringing together a wide variety of material in many different languages that exists from the substantial body
of work left by this large empire, The Persian Empire presents annotated translations, together with

introductions to the problems of using it in order to gain an understanding of the history and working os this
remarkable political entity. The Achaemenid empire developed in the region of modern Fars (Islam) and

expanded to unite territories stretching from the Segean and Egypt in the west to Central Asia and north-west
India, which it ruled for over 200 years until its conquest by Alexander of Macedon. Although all these

regions had long since been in contact with each other, they had never been linked under a single regime. The
Persian empire represents an important phase of transformation for its subjects, such as the Jews, as well as

those living on its edges, such as the European Greeks.

the Achaemenid Persians built a vast empire from Egypt. The Empire also called the First Persian Empire was
an ancient Iranian empire based in Western Asia founded by Cyrus the Great.Ranging at its greatest extent
from the Balkans and Eastern Europe proper in the west to the Indus Valley in the east it was larger than any

previous empire.
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Generally the earliest entity considered a part of the Persian Empire is Persias Achaemenid dynasty 648330
BC a. Under the leadership of Cyrus the Great Persia ruled the worlds first true empire centered in Iran and.
Olmsteads magisterial History of the Persian Empire is a corrective supplement to this perspective and one of
the best most wellwritten histories of the ancient world I have ever read. Well the Persian empire what we
consider to be the first true Persian empire is the Achaemenid empire and well talk in a second why do we
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call it even the Achaemenid but the Achaemenid empire emerges from a region of Persia I guess we can say
that in this map is referred to as Persus but other names for it are Pars and even in modern Iran theres a region
called Fars which coincides very close with it. Alexander the Great defeated King Darius III and the Persian
army in 330 B.C. Creation of the Achaemenid Persian. During the 1200 years of its existence the. The empire
was founded by Cyrus the Great. He was the greatgreatgrandson of the first Persian king Achaemeneswhose
name is why historians call this the Achaemenid Persian Empire Prior to Cyruss rule Persia was a small

tributary state to the Median Empire which happened to be ruled by Cyruss grandfather Astyages. Kingdom
based on Iran from 559 BC until 651 AD. The Persian Empire also known as the Achaemenid Empire lasted
from approximately 559 B.C.E. Cyrus first defeated another Iranian people called the Medes then in 547

Cyrus defeated the kingdom of Lydia in what is now Turkey at the battle of Pterya and he became the ruler of
most of Asia Minor. Its formation began in 550 B.C.
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